ASG MOBIUS VIEW
Secure and Federated Access from Any Device

CONNECT WITH CONTENT

Content drives the information economy. Users must be able to find, view, use, manage, and connect it to content-centric workflows, at any time from any device.

Mobius View combines enterprise content federation and viewing services. It has a seamless, bi-directional interface to connect and syndicate content across repositories. The web browser interface enables users to search, view, and participate in workflows across desktops, laptops, tablets and smartphones in a consistent manner – all without the need to deploy new software.

Mobius View reformats and presents content without changing or copying the original for secure delivery and viewing. Documents and images can be manipulated, enlarged and rotated to make viewing easier.

BENEFITS

• Optimized Deployment – one User Interface for PC, laptop, tablet and mobile phone
• Improved User Interface Performance – optimized design for interaction across devices and computing platforms
• Better Business Productivity – business processes integrated with Mobius Workflow
• Content Federation – single federated view of information to bridge silos
• Enhanced Operational Effectiveness – locate and retrieve information in real-time regardless of where it is located
• Universal Access and Delivery – seamlessly deliver legacy and newly generated content from all sources to all consumers

CAPTURE AND STREAM DIGITAL ASSETS

Mobius View can capture digital assets including images and videos from mobile devices. Captured digital assets are uploaded to the Mobius Repository where they are indexed for searched, viewed and integrated with business systems and applications. Videos captured from mobile phones, security cameras and body cameras can be streamed to appropriate viewers.

• Modern UI with familiar touch screen operation – one UI for all screen types
• Workflow enabled utilizing the tactile UI
• Immediate capture and upload of images and content from phone to Mobius
• Immediate access and viewing of content in Mobius and integrated repositories
FEDERATE ENTERPRISE CONTENT

Mobius View federates content by connecting and syndicating content across repositories including cloud platforms, and with business applications and databases. Purpose-built integrations with popular applications from Microsoft, SAP, IBM and others eliminate the need for custom-coding and deliver one federated view of content from CMIS or non-CMIS repositories. Mobius View’s screen-level integrations give users access to documents and initiate workflow processes directly from screens of other business applications such as Microsoft SharePoint and SAP.

SEARCH AND FIND CONTENT ACROSS REPOSITORIES

Mobius View performs full-text searches against connected, federated content repositories and databases and provides a single view of that content. All searches can be saved and reused as needed. Searches can also be filtered by field or line to improve results. Mobius View supports collaboration by allowing users to create, save and share form-based public searches for easy access by multiple authorized users.

CONNECT WORKFLOWS TO THE BUSINESS USER

Mobius View’s visual workflow designer provides a visual drag and drop interface that allows users to assemble workflows that match business processes. Once deployed, Mobius workflow delivers content captured from business applications and systems in context with the user’s work for use cases such as document creation, reviews and approvals. Workflows can be monitored and modified rapidly to provide the agility users need to meet today’s workplace.